
2O22 CAMPING 
YEAR IN REVIEW

As we look back on the year, camping remained popular. 

Leisure travelers began 2022 looking forward to returning to 

previous travel habits and trying to introduce some “normalcy” 

to their travel. However, throughout the year, several external 

factors threatened to impact this return to pre-COVID-19 days. 

The economy started to falter as peak camping season began; 

initially, it was the spike in gas prices and, subsequently, the 

highest rates of inflation seen in decades. Add in air travel 

miseries (and increases in air travel costs), and the year was 

ripe for another major disruption. However, while these issues 

– whether the cost of gas and diesel, inflation or air travel issues 

– caused some sectors of the travel industry to be concerned 

about a lapse in travel, camping remained strong.

In fact, camping persevered despite economic uncertainty.  

Sixty-four percent of campers camped more or replaced other 

types of trips with camping in 2022.  We also saw camping 

households exceed 2021 figures by 1.5 million.. Gas prices and 

inflation caused campers to adjust – whether staying closer 

to home or spending less while on their trips – but they still 

camped. For many, camping offered a respite from the impacts 

of all these concerns (i.e., stress), as well as helping them better 

manage travel costs and improve their mental health status.

In looking at the lasting impacts of COVID-19, camping became 

a part of the mix for leisure travelers who didn’t camp previously. 

Many noted that camping offers them an affordable vacation 

option as well as an option they can count on. In total, close to half 

of the campers who started camping in 2020 or 2021 as a direct 

result of the COVID-19 pandemic (46%) continued to camp in 2022.

As the outdoor hospitality industry weathered these disruptions, 

it bodes well for the future outlook of camping into 2023. 

Newer campers realize that even during the most challenging 

situations, camping provides a viable travel option, offering the 

benefits of spending time outdoors and a less stressful planning 

and travel experience.

Over the course of the 2022 survey, it is estimated that 30% 

of campers started camping in 2020 or 2021 – whether it was 

directly attributed to COVID (17%) or for other reasons (13%).

2O22 Camper Snapshot
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of campers will have either  
booked sites for 2O23, or  
will be in the planning stages  
of their 2O23 camping trips.
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KOA continues to track camping incidence and behavior of all campers throughout the U.S. and Canada monthly. This special report evaluates 

the camping market from both a look-back at previous months as well as a look-forward to show the trends for how the market continues to 

evolve. Previous camping reports can be found at KOApressroom.com.
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On a month-to-month basis, camping incidence in 2O22 strongly mirrored what was observed in 2O21.
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Mental 
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campers say they used 
camping to improve their 

mental health

say camping 
has less anxiety 
than other 
forms of travel

did not 
change 
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plans
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as more 
viable 
option
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more and/
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other types 
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6-in-1O 54%

How COVID-19 Impacted  
Camping Trips & Nights

How COVID-19 Changed Camping Behavior in 
2O22 and for the Future

No change in how  
often I camped

Took more trips and 
camped more nights

Fewer trips and fewer nights

Took more frequent trips,  
but nights stayed constant

Took longer trips, but  
nights stayed constant

Became a full-time RVer

Uncertain

*Survey began in March 2021—no data available for January and February of 2021.

Camping has always been “go-to” choice 
for travel, but increased frequency 

Camping is new “go-to” travel choice 

Camping is now a bigger part of travel 
plans but not first “go-to” choice

Camping was a temporary solution, 
but will re-establish their previous travel 

preferences for the future

Will focus on other travel options in 2023

Plan to no longer camp
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With campers staying closer to home in 2022, state parks 

became a popular destination, slightly surpassing national parks 

as the preferred location for camping.

Primary Accommodation Type

Primary Accommodation Type — Overall

Where are Campers Staying New Camping Experiences in 2O22

Top 5 reasons campers no longer choose to camp

54% 26% 17% 3%
OTHER

Family-style tent

Backpack, biking or canoe style tent 

Full-service cabin with a bathroom

Travel trailer

Motorhome

Truck bed or rooftop tent for vehicle

Camping van

Pop-up trailer

Yurt, safari tent, glamping tent,  
teepee or treehouse

Rustic cabin with no bathroom 

Fifth wheel trailer

Pick-up camper

Other

State park campgrounds

National park campgrounds

Privately-owned campgrounds

Privately-owned land such as a 
friend/family members other 

than a campground

Public land other than a 
campground (ie. dispersed 

camping or “boondocking”)

Provincial park campgrounds

Privately-owned land that  
is part of a listing

Backcountry, national forest or 
wilderness areas

Municipal campgrounds

Glamping park/Glampground

Street camping

Parking lots such as Walmart, 
casinos, Cracker Barrel, etc

Financial reasons

Difficulty finding a campsite or overcrowding

Work or school obligations

Increasing gas prices

Do not have vacation time

Tried glamping

Snowbird at least for a week or 2

Stayed at a private campground

Stayed in a public campground

Took a road trip that included camping

Tried winter camping

Tried a backcountry/ 
backpacking experience
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